Need help getting your inventory
connected to the industries leading
collision platforms?

Do you carry these part types:
Aftermarket
Remanufactured
Reconditioned
OPT OEM

Ready to grow your audience and
increase your parts sales? Use this
comprehensive collison parts
checklist to optimize your digital
footprint.
Collision parts sales has become an
important aspect for part suppliers,
driving more connections which
overtime has lead to driving more
sales in all part types.
You are way beyond the era of “if we
offer it, they will come,” in terms of
parts sales.
At the same time, we know that a
lot of parts suppliers ranging from
small mom and pop shops to large
parts chains are struggling with
self-implementing parts lists or are
already stretched in terms of team
members and budget that doesn’t
leave much left over to put into
driving more sales.
Because of the competing noise
and strategies, we want to give you
a single checklist to use as a parts
shop owner to work through the
important aspects of the collision
parts industry that you can utilize
now to ensure you are set up to
maximize your returns in the future.
Learn more at:

Surplus
Inventory Any of These Popular Requested Parts:
Doors

Wheels

Lights

Fenders

Mirrors

Radiators

Grills

Suspension

Hoods

Related Mechanical

Bumpers

Control Arms

Files Set Up Correctly Based on Industry:
Recyclers-Are your interchange numbers up to date for
late model vehicles?
Opt OE Supplier - Latest Supersession numbers added
Aftermarket - Do you have Partslink to OE Cross
Supersessions Up To Date
OE Part Number vs. Manufacturer (Need OE #)
Market Strategy Up to Date? (ie. Zips, Delivery)

Collision Part Platforms:
APU - APUSOLUTIONS.COM
Subscriber to one of the following:
Static
Web Services
CCC - CCCIS.COM
Subscriber to one of the following:
Static
Web Services
Reviewed Shop List Provided by CCC Team
Parts Trader - PARTSTRADER.COM
Subscriber to Parts Trader
Auto-Quoting Turned On?
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OnPart - GETONPART.COM
Reviewed Part Demand Report
Inventory File Updates: How many times/day do you need?
Default Discount Setup For All Parts Or Per Location
Review Your Market Opportunities Report
Review of Sales Analytics Dashboard
Set Up As Preferred Insurance Supplier?

